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	 CELEBRATING 	OUR 	STUDENTS ' 	 SUCCESS :
	

YEAR 	11 	AND	S IXTH	FORM	
	
	



Students and staff in school have heard me express my gratitude about how well everyone at
Childwall Sports and Science Academy has adapted to new ways of working during this global
pandemic, and I reiterate that sentiment again. This has been the toughest period of my teaching
career to date and yet I am privileged enough to be asked to introduce a new publication that shows
off our students work and positive attitudes to a wider audience. The work you see within this
newsletter demonstrates determination and our students' pride, and positive attitudes to learning.
Students and teachers have worked incredibly hard to maintain the high standards of work expected
within our school whilst working from home, and I believe that everyone deserves congratulations,
including our parents. We value all parental support, as we recognise how vital parents are in
driving success.

I hope you enjoy viewing our students work and finding out a little more about their studies.
Well done everyone. I am already looking forward to issue 2.

Kind regards,
Ms Vincent

Headteacher's	Welcome

Dear Parents and Carers, 

Welcome to our new look CSSA newsletter. Issue 1 shines a spotlight on
Year 11 and Sixth Form and what an impressive spotlight it is! 

Since joining Childwall I have set about working with students and staff to
find more opportunities for us to celebrate and share what we do well.
This newsletter is a perfect example; make note it is our intention to
spotlight different aspects of our school as we progress throughout the
year.



We are delighted to learn that as a school community, students of CSSA have adapted to online
learning superbly, attendance and engagement is high and the feedback from teachers and
students has been welcomed.  As a parent myself, I know only too well how difficult it can be to
juggle full time working and supporting your children learning from home, and we appreciate your
continued support.  

As Governors, we hope that during this lockdown you have been able to witness the hard work that
all the staff, and wider team within CSSA and the Lydiate Learning Trust have gone to, ensuring
that students can access high quality lessons. We are so fortunate to have such amazing and
committed teachers in our school.  Following the Government announcement to reopen schools
and the plans ahead,  I am almost certain there will be further safety measures in place for when
students can attend school once more, including lateral flow testing, social distancing, face masks
in communal areas, and the continuation of school bubbles. 

I would encourage you to ensure your children comply with these rules. When it is safe to do so,
my fellow Governors and I will be in school, and we look forward to meeting many students,
parents, and staff members. Until that point, stay safe and once again thank you.  

With very best wishes,

Marie Tormey
Chair of Governors – Childwall Sports and Science Academy.

A	message	from	our	
Chair	of	Governors

Dear Parents and Carers, 

I wanted to write to you to say a huge thank you for your continued
support of the staff and pupils of Childwall Sports and Science
Academy (CSSA). When I was appointed at the beginning of this
academic year, myself and fellow governors had plans to be highly
visible within the school community, we were excited to meet you all.
Unfortunately, the restrictions around COVID-19 have made that
almost impossible. However, please feel reassured that as an Academy
Governing Committee (AGC) we have been in regular contact with Ms.
Vincent and her senior leadership team, holding regular virtual
Governors meetings and catch ups. 



Year	11

Hello Year 11!
Firstly, we would like to tell you are extremely proud of the way you have handled yourselves during
this pandemic. It has been a steep learning curve and rest assured that we cannot wait to have your
lovely smiling (Ahem!) faces back in front of us soon. We know that GCSEs are possibly one of the
greatest challenges you can face, and for you, they have come at a time when there is some additional
uncertainty! Each Year 11 cohort before you will have felt some anxiety during this point in their
educational career. Exams are there to test you, and while they are not meant to be easy, they offer you a
chance to prove what you have learned during your school career. They do require a significant amount
of work, but with this comes a sense of achievement. Your teachers are expecting you to revise and
produce good quality work to deadlines – this is no different to how it is for students every year. They
want you to do your best and to be proud of yourselves. 

Mrs Koermer has been busy sending you e-mails about careers opportunities too, so I really hope you
have taken some time to think about where you would like to be in September 2021. Our Sixth Form has
a number of fantastic courses at Level 2 (GCSE) and Level 3 (A-Level equivalent). Mr Tyrer and Mrs
Payne are currently working through applications and if you have applied you will be hearing from them
shortly using this link: https://www.childwallssa.org/6th-form-at-cssa/apply-now/

Your teachers are trying their best to make everything manageable for you in the current climate,
though the exam boards will still expect you to produce exam grade work. Rest assured teachers are
giving you every opportunity to provide the best evidence possible. In the next few weeks, we will be
assessing you more formally with exams and assessments. It is vital that you make every effort to
produce as good quality work as you can so we can build up that evidence that we will need to prove
your ability.

In your assemblies, and in emails and phone calls, Mr Rietdyk, Ms McShane and I have endeavoured to
ensure you have some mechanisms in place to support your mental health. If you need a listening ear
and/or someone who can advise on strategies for anxiety/disturbed sleep patterns etc., there are
organisations such as YPAS, www.youngminds.org, www.talkliverpool.nhs.uk, or kooth.com.
Please don't hesitate to use these mechanisms, including us in school, if you need help - you are not
alone. Please let us know how you are feeling: if there is anything we can do to help, we will. Remember,
stay in contact with your subject teachers if you are struggling with work or deadlines, so you can come
up with a way forward together.

Take care and we will see you soon,
Miss Tomlinson, Mr Rietdyk and Miss McShane - Your KS 4 Pastoral Team

https://www.childwallssa.org/6th-form-at-cssa/apply-now/
http://www.youngminds.org/
http://www.talkliverpool.nhs.uk/
http://www.kooth.com/


To all Year 12 and 13 students, I want to say thank you for your continued effort during these uncertain
times. As we move into March you should look back and be proud of what you have achieved since
September.  
We need to look for the positives and still push ourselves to meet our personal goals. 

Year 12 you are early in your sixth form journey, but this experience will be helpful for a future that will
certainly become very digital. Keep working and before you know it you will be focusing on the next
stage of your journey. 

Year 13 you have adjusted brilliantly and dealt with the individual pressure of Coursework, Exams and
UCAS applications with amazing composure and maturity, now to see it all through to the end goal. 

UCAS	Applications	

We are delighted with our students' applications to university this year. A total of 31 students have
made applications through UCAS, all being submitted before the deadline on 29th January.

The students have applied for a very wide range of courses and many have received some excellent
offers, with more coming in every day. One student, Michael Gillespie, has been lucky enough to receive
two unconditional offers for his chosen courses.  I'm sure all those who teach Michael will agree that
this is well deserved.  

Students have applied to universities and courses right across the UK, one as far as Aberdeen and
another in Belfast!  We are incredibly proud of all our students who made the decision to apply this
year and during these uncertain times.  Due to Covid, they were unable to have the same support and
access to the universities as they would have in previous years.  Well done to all our applicants!  

Attendance

Well done to Kian Fook-McGowan (Y12) and Michael Gillespie (Y13) who both have not missed a single
lesson this entire academic year.

We look forward to seeing you all back soon.

Mr Tyrer - Head of Sixth Form

Sixth	Form



Starting	 from	Wednesday	3rd	March,	 there	will	 be		 a
remote	history	book	club	to	be	held	on	Teams	during
Wednesday	lunchtime.	(12:55-13:30)	

This	will	be	hosted	by		Mr	Parkin,	Miss	Westall	and	Mr
Robertson.		

How	will	this	club	work?	
People who join the club will read 2-3 chapters of the book, in their
own time and at their own pace, and we will discuss our thoughts
and findings during the weekly session. This is a great opportunity
to enhance literacy, oracy and debating skills.  

Which	book	will	we	be	reading?	
The first book is ‘Crusaders’ by Dan Jones (pictured right). He has
very kindly agreed to supply some copies of his book to the school
free of charge!   If you are interested, then please email Mrs Holme
or Miss Westall to confirm. 

KS4	History	Book	Club	2021	

Many	 Year	 11s	 have	 been	 in	 contact	 with	 Mrs	 Koermer	 at
Careers@Childwall	 to	 actively	 research,	 explore	 and	 plan	 their
next	steps	following	Year	11.	

Students have asked about apprenticeships, vocational courses and
discussed their A-level options. A big shout out goes to Ameer who
thanked Jon Middleton from Alstom on behalf of all Year 11s at
Childwall, for his work on recording a video about apprenticeships with
Mrs Koermer. 
Another shout out goes to the students from Year 11 who responded to
the offer to take up additional subject tutoring with undergraduates
from the University of Liverpool. 
Finally, a big “Well done” to everyone else who is currently
demonstrating key employability skills such as self-motivation,
resilience, adaptability, and creativity to tackle their schoolwork.

Careers@
Childwall



Sport

Our Yr11 OCR Sport Studies students managed to develop and submit their sports leadership
coursework for the January exam series. This unit develops the knowledge and understanding of
what it takes to be a good leader, a skill that transfers into all walks of life. 
After initially studying what key skills and qualities a sports leader would need, they have then
gone on to plan and deliver some outstanding practical sessions. 

Special mention to Armani Mills, Ryan Charnock, Edward Quine and Gerrard Kelly for adapting
their sessions back in December during this disrupted time. It was fascinating to watch the
students reveal their true character when leading their peers through their planned lessons,,
realising their true potential, and breaking down the confidence barriers many young people face.  

A special mention also goes to Ameer Ali for his outstanding work throughout this unit displaying
maturity and reflection when evaluating and reviewing his session. Connor McCarthy, India
Denham, Josh Covell, Molly Scully and Jack Rigby also deserve recognition for their online
commitment and engagement throughout the delivery of the next phase of sports studies-,
developing practical sport. 
Although we can only review the strengths and areas for development at this stage, we hold onto
the hope of playing sports soon during our PE lessons. Keep up the excellent work and remember...
'Do	or	do	not,	there	is	no	try'	-	Yoda,	Star	Wars	Episode	V,	The	Empire	Strikes	Back.	1980.	

- Mr Bird

It has been a challenging year so far, and its only March. Our Year 12 BTEC Level 2 group have
already learned about methods of training and then sat an exam on this. They are now completing
a new assignment, looking at the impact of their own personal achievements in playing sport. 
Over the lockdown, they have had to explain the rules of two sports and are now looking at the
fitness requirements of those sports. Not as easy as it sounds. They have produced some excellent
work throughout, and in great detail. I am sure that this will continue throughout the course and I
look forward to them getting some excellent grades from the exam board and moving onto Level 3,  
staying within the faculty. 
Special praise goes to Chloe Taylor and Eve Keating, who have produced some fantastic work. 

- Mr Cheetham



English

1. 	How	could	you	justify	calling ‘Lord	of	the	Flies’	a	fable?
You could justify calling Lord of the Flies a fable because a fable is a short tale conveying a clear moral lesson in which
the characters are animals acting like human beings. A fable is intended to provide moral instruction and its characters
and scenes are drawn to suit this purpose. William Golding has referred to his novel, Lord of the Flies, as a fable. The
novel functions as a fable for the implicit tendency in man to revert to primal savagery once he is removed from
civilization. We are left with the caution that evil must be acknowledged and consciously opposed.

2. 	What	does	Golding	identify	in	the	essay	about	the	failings	of	society?
Golding identifies the failings of society by showing that even the smartest and most civilized people will become
savage if they are left to their own device for example, Roger at the start of the novel he is very civilized and upholds
the morals that he has been taught by his parents we see this when Golding says into which he dare not throw.
Here, invisible yet strong, was the taboo of the old life. Round the squatting child was the protection of parents and
school and policemen and the law. Roger’s arm was conditioned by a civilization that knew nothing of him and was in
ruins. And compared to later in the novel when he pushed the boulder that kills piggy it shows how he has changed
from a posh, well-mannered boy to a savage, monster who kills for pleasure. In the beginning, all of the boys were
acting as normally, but as the fight for survival arose, they became strong, both mentally and physically. The conflict
which was originally man versus nature, quickly takes a turn for the worse and becomes man versus man. The boys
who were once a team and confused, become fearful and independent very quickly.

3. 	Using	your	knowledge	of	the	text,	can	you	spot	any	other	criticisms	that	Golding	raises	against	society?
At the time Golding wrote the novel, Lord of the Flies, the world was caught in a war with itself. Certain events during
WWII such as the holocaust led people to begin to question civilization and human nature. Golding uses the Lord of the
Flies as a social criticism that analyses how a civilized culture can still commit primitive and even barbaric acts. Golding
uses symbolism to create social criticism. In Lord of the Flies, the conch represents democracy and order. Initially, the
conch is perhaps the boy’s closest link to civilization, it is their form of government. Where Golding wrote, "Ralph
smiled and held up the conch for silence." shows how the conch calls for respect towards the beholder. However, the
farther through the story the conch holds less and less power, symbolizing how the boys are slowly reverting from
their government and order to a more primitive savage state. Therefore, it can be inferred that the government is the
only connection between humans and civilization and without law; people revert back to their naturally evil selves.

Miss Grue's Year 11 students are currently revising "Lord of the
Flies".  Students have completed a pre-assessment task, looking at
character and foreshadowing in the opening pages of the novel.

Below is a sample of work by Year 11 student Jamie Jones in
response to a critical essay, written by the author, William Golding,
called "Fables". This was more of a deeper thinking A'level-style task
that explored some of the psychological and social theories behind
the text.



This	meant	for	many	dealerships	that	cars	sat	around	for	months	in	showrooms	as	people	could	not	view	the	cars	but
most	importantly	these	showrooms	did	not	have	a	car	delivery	service	because	of	restrictions	and	local	laws	during
the	pandemic	and	not	having	the	resources	to	deliver	cars.	In	addition,	car	dealers,	are	finding	it	hard	to	get	people
back	 into	 the	 showrooms	 and	 trying	 to	 persuade	 people	 that	 the	 showrooms	 are	 safe.“These	 problems	 haven't
affected	Tesla	because	when	 restrictions	were	 loosened,	Tesla	 instantly	begins	 shipping	 cars	directly	 to	 consumers
while	dealers	struggle	to	reassure	customers	that	it’s	safe	to	visit	newly	opened	showrooms,	and	many	are	trying	the
online	service	of	selling	cars	for	the	first	time	and	are	adjusting	to	it	slowly.
This	has	benefitted	Tesla	massively	because	Tesla	is	expecting	its	growth	to	be	40%	in	2020	while	competitors	have
been	in	decline	since	the	start	of	the	pandemic.	If	Tesla	did	not	innovate	in	these	times	Tesla	could	have	been	in	the
same	situation	as	competitors	that	have	an	expected	decline	of	20-25%	in	growth.”

One	 of	 the	 first	 reasons	 Tesla	 has	 innovated	 was	 because	 of	 the
unexpected	pandemic	that	hit	us	all	in	the	first	quarter	of	2020	and	is
still	 very	much	 impacting	 life	 in	 2021.	 As	 governments	 around	 the
world	 told	people	 to	 stay	home,	one	of	 the	many	 impacted	areas	of
business	 was	 car	 dealerships	 and	 their	 ability	 to	 sell	 cars.	 This	 is
because	people	were	not	able	to	leave	their	homes	to	look	around	at
different	cars	and	pick	them	up	from	the	dealership.	

Year	 13	Business	 and	 Enterprise	 students	 delve	 into	 the	 fascinating	world	 of	 business
innovation.

The COVID-19 pandemic has profoundly influenced the lives of most people on the planet. It has
changed daily activities; something as simple as a walk in the park is perceived very differently now.
The same is true for businesses. Many businesses have shut down or changed to accommodate social
distancing. Innovation has been at the centre of successful businesses for many years and the pandemic
has witnessed the race to develop new innovations such as new ventilators and covid vaccines.
Businesses have had to find innovative solutions to accommodate social distancing and maintain sales
during the biggest economic crisis since the second world war.  
Since January 2021, Year 13 have been busy researching some of the most innovative businesses on the
planet including: Amazon, Microsoft, Mercedes-Benz, Space X and Apple.  The task has really inspired
the class and they have enjoyed researching in-depth the innovations that have lead to the global
success of these pioneering businesses.  The quality of their research is really shining through in their
reports as they discuss and evaluate how innovation has impacted business success.  

Below is an extract from Aaron Hilton’s well written and comprehensive report. His passion for cars,
made selecting Tesla a natural choice for his Innovation Report. In this extract, he discusses how Tesla
has adapted during the pandemic with innovative solutions. 

Well done to all Year 13 Enterprise students who have shown a superb attitude to learning while
working remotely.
- Miss Maddock

Business



Geography

Geography students have been
working well at home and we have
been impressed by the work they
have submitted. 

Here is some brilliant work here
submitted by Jess Whaley.

Jess has come up with some very
creative ways to help her, and the
class, remember the weather
conditions associated with different
types of air pressure and the complex
processes involved in global
atmospheric circulation. 

Well done Jess.
 

- Miss Sheils



Science

Esra has produced some fantastic and beautifully presented Chemistry work since we have been learning
remotely. Every lesson, her work is completed to the highest standard and is emailed in to be checked
over. Esra has completed every task on time and has requested additional practice questions too.  



Science

Antrea has actively participated in 
all live lessons, giving very detailed
answers and showing good 
understanding. We were very impressed
with this piece of work in particular. 

Eslem has shown great commitment to achieving a good grade for her Science GCSEs. She has completed
her work in the Class Notebook and despite the challenges of learning remotely, she always gets in touch
with teachers if she is unsure, meaning that she always submits work of the highest standard.



History

Kate – We are currently re-visiting the Conflict and Tension 1945-72 module to consolidate knowledge
from the first lockdown. Students had 3 options for how to present their homework with the aim being that
they created revision resources that they could use later on to support assessment. Kate chose to produce a
set of quiz cards so that she can test herself. 

Aisha – This work is from when we were finish the Elizabeth I section of the GCSE course, students have
looked at foreign policy and then consider the Spanish Armada in more detail. They were given information
about it and asked to produce a timeline of the key events and turning points. This then led them to
producing a piece of writing where they made a judgment about why the Armada failed.



History

A-Level (Ben) – At A-Level, students study the Tudors 1485-1603, Russia 1917-1953 and then complete a
piece of coursework. On the Tudors side of the course we have just finished work on the Mid Tudor Crisis
and students were asked to complete an essay question (based on research) and make a judgment about
whether it’s true to describe the period 1540-58 as a ‘Mid Tudor Crisis’. They had to take into account
economy, finance, government and foreign policy. (extract below)



ICT	and	
Computer	Science

Well done to Year 13 students who have embraced this version of normal and continued to engage in
programming a language application from afar! They have truly demonstrated determination and
resilience during this difficult time. 

Year 11 IT group have also been very proactive in completing elements of their coursework, submitting
handwritten tasks when they have no laptop available. They have also shown real teamwork skills and
support for each other when dealing with technical issues.   

Finally, a shout out to Year 11 after-school attendees who took part in a computer science murder-
mystery revision game. They worked really well as a team (using the chat to discuss the problem)
solving clues, only for the connection to break as they were ready to submit their solution!   
- Mrs Mather

Our Year 11 drama students performed their
monologues for Component 2 (Devising Work) just
before the Christmas holidays. The performances
were extremely successful, especially considering
that they had to adapt their group pieces to
monologues due to Covid. 
Since then, they have been busy drafting and
redrafting their devising logs based on that whole
process. 

Special mentions must be made to the following
students who are completely up to date with all
their coursework: Mara Boboia, Jack Creighton,
Jamie Jones, Caitlyn Riddell, Jack Rigby, Jaike
Thistlewaite and Megan Warner. Well done!

Drama



Art





Health	&	Social	Care

Year	13
For Year 13, this term has been both challenging and demanding: since 6 January, learners sat either two or three
external examinations, depending upon their respective qualifications, demonstrating incredible resilience and
strength of character in juggling online learning, revision and the independent completion of coursework to a very
high standard. Learners have developed a mature understanding of the health and social care sector, developing
transferable research and analysis skills which will support them at university and in the world of work.  Inspiring
UCAS Personal Statements and well-deserved complimentary staff references have supported health and social
care learners to an outstanding 100% acceptance for highly competitive Child, Adult and Mental Health Nursing,
Social Work and Health and Social Care degrees. This is an amazing achievement and full credit must be given to
the ambition and determination of all successful applicants. Congratulations also to those learners who upgraded
from Extended Certificate to Foundation Diploma to boost their UCAS applications in non-related degrees, another
0.5 A Level requires effective organisational skills and excellent time management, so very well done. I couldn't be
prouder of a Year 13 group!   

Year	12
12A have all worked exceptionally hard in their remote lessons. This past term we have continued with Unit 1
albeit a different style of learning they have adapted quickly and are all completing their work to a high standard.
In our recent set of exam questions, all pupils achieved excellent grades, in particular Kian who achieved 12/12.
Well done 12A and keep it up!  Miss Connell. The leap from Level 2 (GCSE) to Level 3 (A Level standard) can be
difficult at the best of times; yet, despite this and through Covid disruption, the current Year 12 has made a smooth
and impressive transition to Sixth Form learning. Unit 5 is the most demanding coursework unit they will face, but
they've embraced the challenge and are navigating their way through case study analysis and the application of
psychological theory into practice within the health and social care sector. A special mention for Kian Fook-
McGowan who has become the first learner EVER to successfully complete Unit 5 before the Easter deadline.
Brilliant! 

Year	11	
Sitting your first set of external exams can be an anxious time for anybody. 11C and 11D Health and Social Care
groups worked incredibly hard to perfect exam technique during the autumn term, so  learning of the cancellation
of their February exam might have derailed them, but it didn't...and that's exactly why our current Year 11 learners
are just so fantastic!  Adapting the curriculum delivery, Component 2 coursework has been embraced with
enthusiasm and creativity. As with Year 13, detailed PowerPoint presentations are being created to showcase
knowledge, understanding and empathy of individual needs and how barriers to health care might be overcome.
After online presentations have been delivered and recorded, each learner will have a comprehensive Witness
Statement booklet submitted to the external moderator as evidence of excellence.  The standard of work submitted
has been excellent and your verbal contribution in lessons has been engaging, informative and entertaining. I've
learned so much from you, none more so than finally being able to manage Teams. This is a new journey for us all
and that's what Health and Social Care is all about - working together. You're brilliant, just keep going, I'm so very
proud!   

...from a very proud Mrs Dixon



Health	&	Social	Care



Hospitality	&	Catering

Year 11 Hospitality and catering completed a live butchery and cooking practical masterclass which
focused on the butchering techniques used to prepare poultry, more specifically chicken. 
From this, the students where able to practice at home to produce 2 wings, 2 thighs, 2 drums and 2
breasts; we also discussed how to use the carcass to make a stock for use in other dishes. As a result of
the live butchery, we then moved on to prepare, cook and serve a chicken, pea and lemon risotto. 

                                                                                                                      - Mr Lewis



Sociology

Mrs Breen's Year 11 students are studying a unit on Crime and Deviance, as part of their Sociology
learning journey. Students outlined the differences between formal and informal social control and
then went on to analyse and evaluate the competing sociological theories of social control. This is the
work of Abi.



Spanish

Students in Year 11 have been studying about their role models and people who are an inspiration to
them. Both pieces of work include reasons why they’ve chosen their person, what special qualities their
person possesses, what they do to help them and how they will continue to inspire them into the future.
-  Miss Hafford



Thank	you	for	reading.	Look	out	for	our	next	issue	soon.
	

In	the	meantime,	check	out	our	new	website	and	let	
us	know	what	you	think	at	contactus@childwallssa.org


